The first international geological congress was held in Paris in 1878 and it proved to be a decisive event in the development of the young geologist. He attended and met many workers in this field, but most significant of all was his finding the Untersuchungen ueber den Mechanismus der Gebirgsbildung (2 vols. and atlas, 1878) presented to that Congress by the famous pioneer, Albert Heim, professor at Zurich University. De Margerie decided that he would get to know Heim when he had grown up, and meanwhile he studied Heim's writings and probably those of the other pioneer Eduard Suess of Vienna whose book Die Entstehung der Alpen had appeared in 1875.
In 1880 a carriage accident made him rather lame for life. This rendered him unfit for military service, and it may have turned his attention to some extent to library work rather than field exploration, though, with the aid of his stick, he managed long walks and even climbs.
As he had not attended the state's schools or taken the Baccalaureat (University entrance examination) he could not proceed through the uni versity to the Licence, Aggregation and Doctorat and was therefore barred from an official professorship, the traditional crown of a scholar's career in France. In spite of this, the republic later acknowledged his eminence by giving him an honorary professorship in the University of Strasbourg in 1919, along with his appointment to the directorship of geological services in the then newly recovered territories of Alsace and Lorraine. It is French custom that the Director of Geological Services is a professor seconded to this duty for a term of years, after which he returns to his professorial chair.
With modest wealth, de Margerie had been able to live quietly without permanent official commitments until 1919, and he had become a cultured man of science who read widely both in his own field of work and in general literature. It is of interest to English people that the appreciation of Indian thought by Max Muller and the works of John Ruskin had a special appeal for him. With the latter he shared a love of meticulously fine drawing.
Making his own field the geomorphological zone of overlap between geo logy and geography, he accumulated a library of relevant books and papers soon added to by authors from many lands who recognized in him the chief of all reviewers in the field he was cultivating. He dealt with all parts of the world, and formed the useful habit of writing review-articles giving the state of knowledge on the topic chosen, and usually referring to the most important live work on it. These articles were often long and very valuable clarifications of scientific problems and contributed notably to the international reputa tion so deservedly gained by the Annales de Geographie. He seems to have kept a copy of every review or article he wrote as well as a copy of every review of his own work written by others. All this was built up into an orderly collection accompanied by many letters from fellow-workers far and wide. Perhaps his long freedom from official commitments may have contributed to these methodical habits which have greatly helped the progress of science. His tidy mind was supplemented by a prodigious memory. Appeals for help in finding out what had been done on a particular subject brought a rich response and sometimes induced confusion in the questioner who probably did not know many of the papers cited, often from memory, by de Margerie. He would give authors' names, names of journals, years of publication and a summary of contents and conclusions, also, not seldom, particulars of some reviewarticles of his own giving a critical appreciation of recent work on the subject in question.
To return to the subject of his friendships in work, he maintained his resolution to get to know Heim and achieved this about the time he came of age. They formed a solid collaborative association and Heim's letters talk about Alpine structure and refer to Suess whose work must have been known to de Margerie. Further, the first volume of Das Antlitz der Erde appeared in 1883; it was a real spring time of geomorphology, and the new development of thought was to gain a great deal from de Margerie's devotion.
Heim and de Margerie soon joined forces to produce Les Dislocations de VEcorce terrestre, a work that aimed less at the advocacy of new theories than at the clarification of terms used in describing land forms and geological processes. Until then every writer had more or less chosen his own termino logy and there was considerable confusion that the new work reduced. Heim was evidently deeply impressed by the knowledge and skill in bibliography shown by his young colleague. The work appeared in 1888; and, in 1948, at the International Geographical Congress in London it was decided to reissue this famous work, with revision where necessary.
De Margerie had already appeared in print in 1882 with a study of the geology of New South Wales translated from the English of C. S. Wilkinson at the request of de Lapparent.
Parallel with the partnership with Heim came another collaboration, with General de la Noe, head of the Geographical Staff of the French Army. Their work Les Formes du Terrain was deeply concerned with discussion of denudation, and de Margerie later helped to develop the study of longi tudinal profiles of rivers.
Another friendship, again with a senior, grew between de Margerie and the thoughtful geographer and cartographer, Franz Schrader, beloved and revered in Britain as well as in France. The Pyrenees were a favourite field of study for Schrader and mention was made above of de Margerie's early impressions of their majesty. The partners seem to have walked and worked together among the mountains and by 1886 they were already writing papers on the subject. The 'Aper^u de la structure geologique des Pyrenees' (1892) is the best known of these works. It agrees to some extent with conclusions of older geologists in tracing narrow structural belts over great distances length wise along the chain. But its main conclusions differ from those of all previous work in the region by showing that fan-folding has played a major part in the structural evolution and that horizontal dislocations, with overfolds, have been much more important than vertical dislocations through faulting. One may note parallels between this work and that of Charles Lapworth in the Scottish Highlands correcting opinions of Sir Archibald Geikie.
The Antlitz der Erde was meanwhile exercising its revolutionary influence on thought and de Margerie was drawn to think of a French edition. The original work in German had received some criticism because of the paucity of illustrations, however impressive the text was acknowledged to be. Part 1 had been issued by Suess in 1883, Part 2 in 1888 and the massive Part 3 in two sections came in 1902 and 1908 respectively. The French translation is scrupulously faithful to Suess's text, but, now and then, notes of more recent work are added, between square brackets. Bibliography is extended greatly and many new illustrations are added, while the lucid French prose is a great help to many a reader, though the German is not as complex as in some other learned works. De Margerie had many assistants in the great task, and La Face de la Terre added, as everyone wished it would, to the rightful fame of Suess. Even in the French edition illustration inevitably suffers from the weaknesses of the time at which it was issued. Had modern technique been available the results would probably have overwhelmed translator and publisher alike, even perhaps to the extent of putting off the completion of the great task for a generation. As it was Tome 1 appeared in 1897, Tome 2 in 1900 and Tome 3 in parts in the years 1902 to 1918. A critic who, de Margerie thought, questioned the integrity of Suess got a well-merited trouncing, in giving which de Margerie never forgot his own dignity.
In his study of the Ardennes, de Margerie was perhaps less surefooted than in some other fields. Older geologists had argued that the present outlines of the outcrops of Devonian strata there were largely the result of tectonic and physiographic changes of the time. De Margerie thought that Devonian rocks had once covered the whole area and that present distributions were results of subsequent denudation. It seems that, while recent opinion agrees in emphasizing the results of denudation, older views may not be altogether wrong.
Another aspect of de Margerie's work is connected with his friendship for Prince Albert of Monaco and the Institut Oceanographique for which the Prince did so much. A bathygraphic atlas of ocean floors had appeared in 1903-4 partly under the aegis of this Institute. De Margerie and others had felt bound to criticize the maps somewhat drastically (1905) . The Prince saw the need for revision and, in spite of some objections by persons who had been connected with the preparation of the first edition, he asked de Margerie to supervise the work, a task specially suited to a man of his meticulous care in draughtsmanship and bibliography.
Opposition and controversy have been mentioned above but they were only a small item in de Margerie's activities. He was however roused to wrath by attacks on the researches of Lauge Koch in Greenland. He followed polar studies and wrote a good deal on the subject though he did not travel beyond the Arctic or Antarctic circles except on one visit to Spitzbergen.
A long continued effort was that of his study of the Jura. Already at the age of 15 he had sketched a presentable map of the region and it»occupied his attention at times during many years. One result was the 'Memoires pour servir a Im plication de la carte geologique detaillee de la France-Le J u ra ' (1922 and 1936) . Few regions in any country have received such detailed consideration.
De Margerie visited U.S.A. from time to time, to lecture or for consulta tions or to act as a visiting professor and W. M. Davis quoted G. K. Gilbert's opinion that the French geomorphologist knew more about the structure of North America than many a member of the Geological Survey of U.S.A. In his last published work 'fitudes americaines, Geologie et Geographic', he reissues a good deal from his earlier contributions. His comparisons between the Ju ra and the Appalachians are naturally of special intimacy. He was very much attached to his American colleagues and their country.
It is natural that, with his orderly mind and his vast knowledge of scientific journals and books in geomorphology and related subjects, de Margerie should be interested in bibliography generally and he contributed to the journal Polybiblion.
He had travelled in nearly every country in Europe save Portugal and, to his special regret, Greece. He knew a good deal of North Africa, but never crossed the equator and, strange to say, had not visited Asia, of the structure of which he knew so much. North America, north of Mexico and the Carribean he knew specially well.
Mention has already been made of the great influence the first inter national geological congress (Paris, 1878) had on his mind and his career. For this reason it was natural that he should be specially faithful to these Congresses and he attended most, down to that at Algiers in 1952 when he was in his ninetieth year. He was honorary secretary at Washington (1891), Zurich (1894) and St Petersburg (1897), and often a Vice-President, but, strangely, he was never elected president. At Algiers, however, by acclama tion, the veteran was designated President At this Congress there was presented the completed Geological Map of Africa, the outcome of more than 30 years of work. De Margerie had been at first honorary secretary and later president of the commission entrusted with this task. He was the only member of the 1952 Algiers Congress who had been a member of the first, and one may add that he had been an acitve member of the Geological Society of France for nearly 77 years.
It is strangely difficult to put one's finger on any primary geological dis covery or theory due to the mind of de Margerie, who nevertheless enriched so many fields of physical geographical and geomorphological research by his careful assessments and synthetic efforts. He kept workers of many nations and languages in touch with thought in other lands and was internationalist par excellence.
Clarification and completeness of survey were perhaps his main aims and his success was largely due to his single-minded devotion to his science and to his characteristically French power of lucid exposition.
The honours offered to de Margerie were so many that one can hardly hope to give a complete list. He was president of the Geological Society of France i go In the midst of the distress due to Nazi occupation of France, de Margerie, already about 80, received unexpected comfort and encouragement from an award made to him in 1943. Pope Pius X II had founded a prize for scientific work to be awarded by the Pontificia Accademia delle Scienze and, through the initiative of the Italian geologist, Giotto Dainelli, it was given to his veteran French friend and colleague. This was a welcome instance of the overriding of political opposition through scientific co-operation. Some other gifts supplemented this valuable prize and allowed de Margerie to go on with and to complete a great project he had begun and had feared he would be forced to give up. This project was nothing less than the re-issue in a collected edition of as much as possible of his scientific work and of reviews of that work by colleagues. The result is five large volumes with the general title Critique et Geologie.
Volume 1 (1943) gave his own sketch of his life work with a few personal references as well as tributes to teachers and senior friends, especially Heim and Suess. It also gave his papers and reviews on Dislocations de VEcorce terrestre and on Formes du Terrain as well as papers concerning La Face de la Terre. That vast effort of course was not itself included in the reprint.
Volume 2 (1946) gave papers and reviews relative to oceanography, to the cartographical aspects of which de Margerie's contribution in the drawing of contours had been outstanding. It also had his reviews and articles on polar regions and on cartography. Vidal de la Blache and he were two of the chief pioneer advocates for the international one-in-a-million map of the world.
Volume 3 (1946) gave his 'Etudes pyreneennes', several in collaboration with Franz Schrader, notably the 'Apercju' mentioned earlier in this article.
Volume 4 (1948) reissued a great deal of his work on the Ju ra and Volume 5 is the Etudes Americaines (published in two parts in 1952 and 1954) already mentioned. Interesting letters to de Margerie are often given in facsimile and there are many reproductions of photographs of scientific friends. There is singularly little controversy in this unique memorial left by de Margerie's own efforts in a form in which it can be most conveniently used for reference.
M. de Margerie's Critique et Geologie in its five volumes thus not only gives a bibliography of his work but, as has been said above, reproduces a great deal of it.
